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Guy de Rouville; leader of section 10; documentary film sequences; an exhibit displaying 
photographs, documents, and artefacts; speaking of the maquisards of the Vabre 
commune—in the Lacaune range in the Tarn; the main organizer/founder of the maquis 
of Vabre was Guy de Rouville; his alias was Pol-Roux (Paul Roux); the maquis Pol Roux; 
resistance memories and sights; the youth league; Vabre was a traditional village; the 
Biau hotel where one had to register; the registration before the end of June; the 12th 
Dragon regiments; the resistance; the Castres train station; the resistance organizations; 
the DMR—regional military department; General de Gaulle; showing photos of the 
basketball leagues and teams; July, 1942—the reunion of the basketball league; the 
French cavalry; speaking of Protestants and Catholics; JAC—the Association of young 
Catholic Farmers; 35 Jewish girls staying in Vabre—awaiting departure to Switzerland; 
from 1938 on, the village of Vabre receiving anti-Nazis, travelling gypsies, and Jews; "We 
didn't ask if someone was Jewish, simply were they being persecuted..."; speaking of his 
wife; Pastor Robert Cook of Vabre; recalling different Jews; the Jewish federation; the 
Jewish foreigners being in contact with the young Protestant organization; the heads of 
F.F.I.—the French interior forces; MUR—the United movements of Resistance; Jewish 
refugees; the Jewish maquis; Marc Haguenau; Commander Pierre Dunoyer de Segonzac 
(alias Hugues); messages from London and Algiers; the meetings of the maquis heads; 
the parachutes and the landings in the landing zone Virgule; sabotage missions; the 
head of sabotage Jamme; the DMR; the Biau hotel; speaking of a cyanide pill; the BCRA 
and General de Gaulle; arms distributions; the Jewish resistance leaders; Jean-Marie 
Domenach; Hubert Beuve-Méry; Gadoffre; Jérôme Lindon; André Jamme (alias Beaver); 
recalling the special maquis culture; German killings in Limoges; being called the prefect 
of the maquis; French policeman and the Jewish roundups; recalling the separation of 
children and their parents; the 80 plus refugees in Vabre; recalling the Jewish tailor; the 
July 14, 1944 parade; speaking of the Americans; Roger Blanc; the resistance; the hotel 
in Castres; Segonzac/Hugues; Captain Georges März; the liberation in Castres; a young 
Jew named Weismann; 300 plus maquisards; anti-Semitism; the Vosges; the courageous 
maquisards of Vabre; the officers; his wife Odile de Rouville; preparation to leave for the 
First Army; Robert Gamzon; the liberation parades in Castres and Vabre; June 17, 1945; 
all of the Vabre maquis marching under the Arc de Triomphe; his brother-in-law in 
Dachau; Brausebad—the gas chambers; the kapos; General de Lattre; the 12th Dragon 
regiment; the Lake Constance region; the camp uniform of André Blanc—no 42114...  
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